
Requesting a light bulb recycling box

PSE’s business customers have the opportunity to request a light bulb 
recycling box to host at their place of business. Here, employees of the 
business can bring used light bulbs for proper recycling.

The request process underwent an update when switching to a new 
web platform.

The form was updated as well as the notifications.

Along with reviewing the whole of the update, the following shows 
copy changes that I contributed to the notifications.  



Notification capabilities

•The web developer notified us 
that the system could respond 
to two different emails when the 
form was submitted, the sender 
and an internal contact. 

•The process was confirmed, and 
we learned that the subject line 
as well as body copy could be 
edited separately. 

• I was asked to update any copy.

From our web developer:
“NOTE: as I have not tested sending different 
email messages from the same Sitecore form 
submission action, this is currently configured to 
send the same message to both the submitter’s 
email address and bulbrecyling@pse.com. Let 
me know if you would like me to investigate 
whether or not we can send different emails to 
those two addresses separately.”

mailto:bulbrecyling@pse.com


Questions
I contacted the business manager to clarify a few process questions:
“I had a some process questions. E----, I’m hoping you might know:
For the customer:
• They receive this confirmation email. 

• It says, “we’ll follow up with you shortly…” How soon do they get a follow up 
response? Who sends it? What information does it provide?

• It also says, “here’s the info you provided.” If information was entered incorrectly, 
do they have a way to let us know? How might they do that?

For the PSE email:
•Where does this email go?
• I imagine that the internal team just needs the customer-provided info. 

• We could have it say something simple – “Here is a customer request for a bulb 
recycling box.”



Questions answered
For the customer:
• They receive this confirmation email. 

• It says, “we’ll follow up with you shortly…” How soon do they get a follow up response? Who sends 
it? What information does it provide? 

• The business responds in 24 to 48 hours with a welcome email including instructions on how to request another box 
and more about the program.

• It also says, “here’s the info you provided.” If information was entered incorrectly, do they have a 
way to let us know? How might they do that? 

• The web page with the form has the contact email. 

For the PSE email:
• Where does this email go? 

• To an inbox monitored by the business team. 

• I imagine that the internal team just needs the customer-provided info. 
• We could have it say something simple – “Here is a customer request for a bulb recycling box.”
• Yes



Edits to email to requesting business

The edits were not substantial here, but provided a way to contact the business without having to 

trace steps back to the web page.

Subject line: Thanks for your interest in PSE’s bulb recycling program

Body: 

Thank you for your interest in bulb recycling and bringing free bulb recycling to your fellow employees. We will be 
following up with you shortly to confirm your request for a PSE bulb collection station kit for your workplace.
You submitted the following information:
Company:
Test of sending different emails to user and PSE from single submit action
12345, Olympia WA 99950

Number of employees:
456
Contact information:
Name: Paul T
Phone: 1115557777
Email: paul.t@pse.com
If you need to make changes to your company or contact information, contact bulbrecycling@pse.com.
How did you hear about bulb recycling?
Grapevine
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Edits to email to PSE with business info

The edits here removed any extraneous info, and made the subject line a little more exciting. 

Subject: Thanks for your interest in PSE’s bulb recycling  Another business wants a bulb recycling box!

Body: 

Another business would like to host a bulb recycling box! 
Thank you for your interest in bulb recycling and bringing free bulb recycling to your fellow employees. We will be 
following up with you shortly to confirm your request for a PSE bulb collection station kit for your workplace.
You They submitted the following information:
Company:
Test of sending different emails to user and PSE from single submit action
12345, Olympia WA 99950

Number of employees:
456
Contact information:
Name: Paul Terrenzio
Phone: 1115557777
Email: paul.terrenzio@pse.com
How did you hear about bulb recycling?
Grapevine
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Final html email

I don’t have a copy of this one in html, but the final 
copy is below. 
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